LARCENY-THEFT FROM BUILDINGS  Apr 12, 2016-Tuesday at 16:24  16-04-12-002827

Location: Schurz Library
Summary: occurred: 3/29/16 1245 hrs- 3/29/16 1330 hrs. IUPD received a report of a theft of a flash drive from a computer on the 4th floor of the library. Disposition: Inactive

OTHER SERVICE ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Apr 12, 2016-Tuesday at 20:06  16-04-12-002835

Location: Off Campus
Summary: Mishawaka PD just reported armed robbery, suspect vehicle left NB on Lincolnway.

LARCENY-THEFT FROM BUILDINGS  Apr 13, 2016-Wednesday at 16:09  16-04-13-002868

Location: River Crossing Community Building
Summary: Laundry taken from dryer. Subject looking in wrong dryer; items located.